Girl who lost both legs due to Russian bombing while waiting at an evacuation point.

BIDEN THE SADIST
History has given names to leaders; William the Conqueror, Richard the
Lionhearted, Ivan the Terrible and now we have Biden the Sadist.

In the course of one year Biden has destroyed the American economy. He
created unnecessary inflation with his maniacal energy policies and unstoppable
money printing, the result of which is causing terrible unsustainable pain for the
middleclass, while impoverishing the lower classes. The average citizen is
counting pennies when they go grocery shopping. Gas is so costly, average
Americans can't afford to drive their cars, and truckers can hardly break even, let
alone show a decent profit. This coming winter heating costs may just cause a
human disaster. The country has been flooded by millions of illegal aliens,
completely threatening our core republican values and our culture, introducing to
the US long ago eradicated diseases, presenting a national security danger and
criminal threat. Washington is spending billions taking care of illegal aliens with
money, which if spent, should be spent on programs to help our fellow citizens.
The country is more divided on color lines than it has been since the 1960's,
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when the old wounds were exposed and finally beginning to heal. Our military is
being weakened from within, and our Navy is hardly able to function. We have
alienated allies like Saudi Arabia, who is now buying weapons from Russia
because Biden abrogated a long standing agreement to sell them US weapons
when he cancelled the sale of F-35s. Biden's disastrous pullout from Afghanistan
has armed terrorists around the world to a greater degree than they have ever
been. These are only a few of the ills that Mr. Biden's policies have imposed
upon us.

Besides the ills that Biden has brought to America, he showed no fortitude in
dealing with the looming Russian invasion, and instead of proposing to NATO
that it take an early stance and place necessary troops and equipment at the
Ukraine border, and send Putin a clear and direct message that his invasion will
not be tolerated, Biden publicly green-lighted Putin to cross into Ukraine, and
then spanked Putin with ineffective sanctions.

It may be some time before the corporate media begins to understand that the
Biden Administration and his Western cohorts are doing what they can to appear
to be helping Ukraine, but effectively have set-up Ukraine for eventual defeat.

Militarily, it was clear from the outset that Putin's main objective was the
Donbass, in order to complete his land bridge to Crimea. Once Russia is in
control of the Donbass, Ukraine will never be able to force them out, regardless
of what Zelensky says.

It was obvious months ago that unless Ukraine attacked the Russian supply
depots in nearby Russia, cut off military supply routes, destroyed the Crimea
Bridge and made the Black Sea fleet ineffective, they could not stave off a
Russian victory. Russia's military is just too large, and Russia is fighting in its
own backyard.
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While Ukraine cannot presently accomplish any of the above military attacks,
Russia is destroying Ukraine's infrastructure, and weaker Ukraine does not have
the military reserves Russia has.

Whatever happened in Northern and Western Ukraine was a sideshow, a gamble
on a quick victory. Many assumed that Ukraine would fall quickly, and possibly
that is what Biden was assuming when he offered Zelensky a flight out of
Ukraine. Zelensky chose to stay and fight - and overnight Ukraine became a
country inhabited with citizens filled with pride born of resistance.

Once it became obvious to Russia that an easy victory was not in the cards, and
Russia was only going to accomplish what Joe Biden called a "minor incursion,"
Putin focused on his primary goal - at least his goal for now. At some point
Russia will take over the entire section of Ukraine east of the Dnieper River and
then move on to Odessa, if they don't take Odessa now.

If Ukraine is land locked, it's economy will shrink dramatically, as it has already,
as a result of the loss of the large industrial areas in the Donbass, and the
massive destruction of its social, civil and manufacturing infrastructure.

The European nations, still having memories and scars of WW2, were dismayed
by an aggression driven land war in Europe. And the West responded with
weapons and emergency aid, and has accepted millions of refuges. What they
have not done is cut off all Russian purchases, and are still sending Russia
millions of Dollars and Rubles daily.

The largest benefactor, Joe Biden, has allowed just enough weapons to reach
Ukraine to allow for a good fight. But, he blocked Mig 29 jets and long range
missiles*, (* which, as of this morning - he may just allow) and dragged his feet in
supplying effective howitzers - the very weapons Ukraine needs and for which
they have begged for months. The full array of those weapons are needed to stall
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the Russian advance in the Donbass, but the US is still only considering giving
Ukraine the missiles. The problem is that Ukraine needed the heavy weapons
weeks ago. The howitzers the US did give Ukraine were only sent with limited
range warheads. And, Biden may just put the same range limitation on the
missiles. Meanwhile, the Russians can bomb Ukraine all day long with Howitzers
and long range missiles fired from the Black Sea, from Belarus and from Russian
territory just outside of Ukraine. All the firing points are out of range for Ukrainian
weapons to retaliate.

Biden's excuse in limiting the effectiveness of Ukrainian weaponry has been that
any Ukrainian attack on Russia would escalate the war. Of course, for the
Ukrainians who have lost their lives, their limbs, their homes, their work places,
and, for many, their country - the war has already escalated.

When Putin says that all the West is doing by supplying weapons is protracting
Ukraine's misery and suffering, he is being very clear. He understands what he is
doing, and he understands that with the current "I can hit you, but you can't hit
me" rule in place, he will inevitably win in Ukraine, and Mr. Biden and the West
are merely protracting the misery.

For Joe Biden, supplying Ukraine with just enough weapons and humanitarian
aid is a way to spend American money we don't have and make it look as if he
really wants to prevent Russia from succeeding. For Biden, Ukraine is a
sacrificial lamb to promote his own agenda. Just like the misery in America,
Biden has little concern for the misery in Ukraine.
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